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Abstract-S

runnrurionrefers to the small reduction of threshold contrast as a signal is extended in space
or time, or when multiple signals are presented simultaneously. Facifirotion refers to the large reduction
in the threshold contrast increment when it is superimposed on a near-threshold pedestal contrast.
Separate hypotheses relate each of these effects to distinct measures of the log-log steepness of the
psychometric function. This note shows that for Zaltemative forced-choice (2afc) proportion correct, the
Weibull function P(c) = l-(1-y)exp[-(c/a)p]
and the d’ power law d’(c) = (c/c,,&~ are practically
indistinguishable. Furthermore, their steepness parameters are proportional to each other, B = 1.247 b.
This implies a simple relation between 2afc summation and facilitation which can be tested without
measuring the psychometric function.
Probability summation

Facilitation

Contrast discrimination

INTRODUCTION

Until recently, summation and facilitation have
been treated as independent, unrelated phenomena. However, the generally accepted models of
the two phenomena imply a connection, via the
psychometric function. This connection was obscured by the use of different descriptions of the
psychometric function in the two models. It is
shown here that the two different descriptions of
the psychometric function are practically indistinguishable, and equations are derived relating
the parameters of the two descriptions.
A quantitative relationship between summation and facilitation has already been deduced for a particular model of visual detection
by Pelli (1985). There it was argued that the
popular assumptions of probability summation
and that the observer uses a decision variable
together imply that the observer acts as though
uncertain of the physical parameters of the
signal. A simple model of visual detection incorporating uncertainty explained not only summation and facilitation, but many other aspects
of contrast detection and discrimination as well.
The 2afc performance of that uncertainty model
turned out to be characterized primarily by a
single parameter, the degree of uncertainty. This
parameter could be estimated from the steepness of the psychometric function, the amount
of summation, or the amount of facilitation. As

Psychometric function

a result any one of these effects was sufficient to
predict the others. I will show here that this
property is not unique to that model of detection, and in fact follows directly from the
popular explanations for summation and facilitation.
The psychometric function
For “probability summation” calculations
the human psychometric function P(c), describing the probability of a correct response as
a function of contrast c, is usually fit by a
Weibull function
W(c) = 1 - (1 - y) exp[ - (c/a>bl

(1)

where c is signal contrast and a, /_Iand y are
parameters (e.g. Quick, 1974; Graham, 1977).
a is the threshold contrast, at which P(a) =
W(a) = 1 - (1 - 7)/e; j? determines the log-log
steepness; and y is the “guessing” rate W(0) = y.
For 2afc experiments y is 0.5, so the threshold
criterion P(a) is 0.816.
For “d’ additivity” calculations the human
psychometric function is usually fit by a d
power law.
d’ = (c/co.,&*

(2)

where c,-,,~is the contrast at which d’ is 1 (and
the proportion correct is 0.76), and b is the
log-log steepness (Nachmias and Sansbury,
1974; Foley and Legge, 1981; Pelli, 1985), d’ is
19
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defined by
d’ = $

N’“‘[Pfc)]

(3)

where P(c) is the 2afc proportion correct at
contrast c, and N” ( ) is the functional inverse
of the cumulative normal distribution N( ), i.e.
x = N’“‘[N(x)]. The cumulative normal distribution N(x) is the probability that a sample
from a unit-variant
Gaussian dist~bution will
be less than x.
N(x)=%

Irexp[-tz/2]dr.
(4)
s
The relation between equations (1) and (2) is
explored in the Analysis Section.
Summation

The hypothesis of probability summation boils
down to two equations

1-MC)=
1- pm
and

1-P,(c)
1-P,(O)

(

PK(0) = p, (0)

x

>

(5)
(6)

confidence interval) for detection of sinusoidal
gratings presented for 180-1000 msec at spatial
frequencies of 1.5-12 c/deg. Robson and Graham (1981) reported a log-log slope, s, of
threshold vs number of bars of -0.29 for
gratings of various spatial frequencies presented
in a region of uniform sensitivity. We may
summarize these estimates of the log-log slope
for s~mation
by the corresponding value of
=
l/s
=
3.5
f
0.8.
B
Facilitation
d’ additiuity is the hypothesis that the d‘ for
di~~minating two contrasts c, and cz wit1 equal
the difference in d’ values for detecting the two
contrasts.

di.2 =d;-d;

(8)

Note that d’ is defined by equation (3) to be a
simple transfo~ation
of the proportion correct. Thus the d’ additivity hypothesis refers
only to measurable quantities, and can be tested
directly, without any assumptions (Nachmias
and Sansbury, 1974; Foley and Legge, 1981).
Substituting for d; and d; from the d’ power
law [equation (2)] and ~a~an~ng
yields

where P, (c) is the proportion correct at contrast
c when only one mechanism is stimulated by the
signal, and PK.(c) is the proportion correct when
(9)
c2 - cl = (d;,2 c& + c:)“* - cl.
K mechanisms are identically stimulated by the
Substituting for d;,2 from the definition of d’
signal (Chaplin, 1880; Weibull, 1951; Brindley,
1954; Quick, 1974; Green and Lute, 1975; [equation (3)] and switching to the usual noGraham, 1977). This hypothesis can be tested tation for contrast di~~mination experiments,
obtain
without any assumptions provided K is known
(to within a proportionality
constant) for at
AcP= (3 N’“‘(p) c& + c*)“~ - c
(10)
least two experimental conditions (e.g. Kramer
where AC, = c2 - c, is the discriminationet al., 1985).
threshold contrast increment for proportion
If either P,(c) or P,(c) is a Weibull function
correct
p and pedestal contrast c = cr. When the
then both are Weibull functions, and their parameters are related in a simple way: flK= /?,, pedestal c is zero, the discrimination threshold
AC, is equal to the detection threshold cP, SubstiyK= yI. and
tuting, ci = fi N’“‘(p) ci,,,, yields
aK= K-r/&,
(7)
AcP = (c; f cb)lib - c
(11)
where uK,fix, and yK are the parameters of the
Weibull function describing P&) and IY~,&, where cP = [fi N’“‘(p) c&Jris is the detectionand yI are the parameters of the Weibull func- threshold contrast for proportion correct p.
tion describing PI (c). Equation (7) tells us that Equation (11) predicts the increment threshold
the graph of log aK vs log K has a slope of AC, at all pedestals c from knowledge of just the
- I/@,. For stimuli to which the observer is detection threshold c,,, and the psychometric
equally sensitive and which are thought to be steepness 6.
detected by inde~ndent mechanisms, it is genThe prediction is valid only at contrasts at
erally assumed that K equals the number of which the d’ power law [equation (2)] is valid,
stimuli. Often it is assumed that K is propori.e. sub- and near-threshold contrasts. There is
tional to the signal duration or spatial extent. evidence that d’ tends to saturate at supraLegge (1978) reported log-log slopes, s, of threshold contrasts, which would account for
threshold versus duration with an overall aver- the eventual rise of AC, with supra-thr~hold
age of -0.29 + 0.08 (the “ &” specifies a 95% contrast c (Nachmias and Sansbury, 1974;
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the psychometric data to predict summation,
and then fitting a d’ power law to predict
facilitation, one can compute the parameters of
one tit directly from the other, or even predict
facilitation directly from the measured summation, or vice versa.
The key result is equation (19), which relates
the B of s~mation
[equation (711 to the b of
facilitation [equation (1211.Pelli (1985) reported
an equation (5.6) very similar to equation (19),
as an empirical result of fitting Weibull and d’
power law functions to 2afc psychometric functions of an “uncertainty” model. In the Introduction it was noted that facilitation data
yield b = 2.6 f 0.7. Now, by equation (191,
/I = 1.2476, so fl should be 3.3 f 0.9 for facilitation, which is in good agreement with the
estimate of/l from summation data of 3.5 f 0.8.
It was concluded that we cannot measure the
psychomet~c function s~ciently
precisely to
detect the difference c. However, even though
measuring the psychometric function will not
distinguish the two theoretical psychometric
functions (Weibull and d’ power law) it may be
that the two theoretical functions do make
distin~ishable predictions when combined with
another hypothesis. For example, with the
probability summation hypothesis, the d’ power
law would predict an effect of summation on
the psychometric steepness, b or /I, while the
Weibull function predicts no effect. The
difference in these predictions may be measurable because the predictions tend to amplify
small differences in the psychometric function at
low sub-threshold contrasts. Thus, by using
ancillary hypotheses, it may be possible to distinguish the two functions, but they will still be
useful approximations over some range of nearthreshold contrasts.
to

Comparison with Wilson’s (1980) result
It is shown above that psychometric data
which are well described by a Weibulll function
with parameters, cc, /I, and y = 0.5, will also be
well described by a d’ power law with parameters co,,6and b given by equations (18) and
(19).
d’ = 1.237 (c/~~‘~,~~’

(22)

A more direct approach to calculating d’ from
a Weibull function is to substitute W(c) from
equation (1) for P(c) in equation (3), yielding
d’ = $

N’“’ [I - (1 - y) e-(cia)q_

(231

However, this is impractical due to the lack of

an analytic expression for the inverse cumunOt77tai Ariny( ). Wilson (1980) set 7 = 0.5
and used an analytic approximation for N( ),
which could be inverted to obtain an approximation for N’“‘( ), to obtain a usable formula
iat&

d’ x ,/5 N’“‘(0.75)

x {[I + (In 2) (c/a)B]i 3 - 1j/(2”’ - 1) (24)
where I have made the following substitutions
for Wilson’s notation:
“6” = 1/N’“‘(0.75),
“F” = d’/[J2 N’“’ (0.75)],
“c” = C, “s” =
(In 2)‘@/a, “Q” = /?, and “k” = 2’ 3 - 1. Equation (24) may be a more accurate way to
calculate d’ from the Weibull function than is
equation (22), but this will be irrelevant when
the precision of actual data is considered. For
most analyses, such as d’ additivity, the simple
d’ power law [equation (211 is preferable to the
unwieldy expression in equation (24).
CONCLUSION

Both the d’ power law and the Weibull function have been widely used to fit and model 2afc
psychometric data. It was shown here that these
two functions are practically indistinguishable.
The parameters of the two functions are related
by equations (18)-(20).
Since predictions of summation [equation (7):
01~= K-‘/e at] and fa~li~tion [equation (11):
AC& = 2’lb- l] depend primarily on the
log-log steepness of the psychometric function,
it follows that the two predictions must be
related [equation (19): fl = 1.247 b].
Although the two psychometric functions are
very similar, they may not be equivalent for all
purposes, It is possible that in combination with
another hypothesis these two functions may
yield distinguishable predictions.
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